Abstract. In spite of undeniable similarities of the applied techniques, somewhat different challenges are encountered when extracting, from QCD sum rules derived from two-point correlators of appropriate interpolating heavy-light quark currents, the decay constants of charmed mesons of pseudoscalar nature, on the one hand, or of vector nature, on the other hand. This observation justifies a rather careful reassessment of the corresponding results.
Introduction: QCD sum rules in a nutshell-techniques and applications
QCD sum rules [1] are relations between features of hadrons-the bound states governed by the strong interactions-and the parameters of their underlying quantum field theory-QCD. Such relations may be established (rather straightforwardly) by analyzing vacuum expectation values of nonlocal products of interpolating operators-specifically, of appropriate quark currents-at both QCD and hadron level. Upon application of Wilson's operator product expansion (OPE) for casting, at QCD level, any arising nonlocal operator product into the form of a series of local operators, contributions of both perturbative as well as nonperturbative (NP) origin enter: the former are usually represented by dispersion integrals of certain spectral densities while the latter-also called the "power" corrections-involve the vacuum expectation values of all local OPE operators-crucial quantities going, in this context, under the name of "vacuum condensates." Then, performing a Borel transformation from one's momentum variable to a new variable, the Borel parameter τ, lessens the importance of hadronic excited and continuum states for such "Borelized" sum rules and removes potential subtraction terms. Our lack of knowledge about higher states is dealt with by postulating quark-hadron duality: all contributions of hadron excited and continuum states roughly cancel against those of perturbative QCD above an effective threshold s eff (τ).
Here, after sketching, in Sect. 2, the QCD sum-rule extraction of heavy-meson decay constants and recalling, in Sect. 3, a few ideas for improvement of this concept, we focus to its intrinsic uncertainties. Its systematic errors are subject to at least two effects demanding our attention: an optimal perturbative behaviour, discussed in Sect. 4, and the fake impact of the renormalization scale, µ, analyzed in Sect. 5. 
) meson decay constants
In order to predict the decay constants f P,V of charmed pseudoscalar (P) and vector (V) mesons of mass M P,V considered as bound states of a charmed quark c of mass m c and a light quark q = d, s of mass m q , we use two-point correlators of appropriate currents, given in terms of the QCD degrees of freedom, to find QCD sum rules involving both spectral densities ρ (P,V) (s, µ) and nonperturbative terms Π (P,V) NP (τ, µ) at the relevant renormalization scale(s) µ. Pseudoscalar currents then yield, for pseudoscalar mesons P,
which suggests to define dual masses and dual decay constants via the dual correlator Π P (τ, s eff (τ)) by
Starting, however, from vector currents yields the counterparts of Eqs. (1) and (2) for vector mesons V:
For our OPE input required at QCD level, we use the rather standard set of parameter values in Table 1 . 
Improving QCD sum rules by advanced extraction of hadronic properties
The accuracy of QCD sum-rule predictions for hadronic observables extracted by rather long-standing traditional techniques [1] may be significantly improved by dropping the requirement of Borel stability [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] -reflecting merely the prejudice that the value of any such observable at its extremum in τ forms a good approximation to its actual value-and the perhaps very naïve belief that the effective threshold at QCD level does not know about τ [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] : Earlier analyses [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] (backed up by quantum mechanics, where exact solutions may be derived by just solving Schrödinger equations) forced us to conclude that predictions relying on Borel stability may emerge rather far from the truth and that effective thresholds will depend on τ; they culminated in a simple prescription [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] for the extraction of hadron features:
• The admissible τ range is determined by requiring, at the lower end, the ground-state contribution to be sufficiently large and, at the upper end, the power-correction contributions to be reasonably small. For the charmed pseudoscalar and vector mesons, the demands may be satisfied if choosing as Borel windows 0.1 GeV [12] [13] [14] .
• The functional dependence of the threshold s eff (τ) on τ is modelled by adopting a power-law Ansatz,
with expansion coefficients s j determined by minimizing, over a set of N equidistant discrete points, τ i , in the allowable τ range, the deviation of the predicted from the measured meson masses squared:
• Remembering a lesson drawn from quantum-mechanical analogues of QCD sum rules, the spread of results found for the order n = 1, 2, 3 of the Ansatz (5) is taken as hint of the intrinsic sum-rule error. 
